Slow Magnetic Relaxation in Co\textsuperscript{II}Cu\textsuperscript{II} Coordination Oligomer Built into Mesoporous Material
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The ferrimagnetic system CoCu(opba) \{opba = ortho-phenylenebis(oxamato)\} was employed to prepare a traditional chain [CoCu(opba)-4H\textsubscript{2}O (1) and a nanocomposite by incorporation in porous Vycor glass (PVG). This nanocomposite was made by first anchoring [Bu\textsubscript{4}N]\textsubscript{2}Cu(opba) on PVG [PVG-Cu (2)] and then treating it “in situ” with cobalt(II) acetate to obtain the nanomagnet PVG-CuCo (3). Magnetic measurements show that 1 consists of a one-dimensional ferrimagnet with strong intrachain antiferromagnetic coupling and weak interchain interactions that result in spin-glass behavior below 3.5 K. Nanocomposite 3 presents ferrimagnetic chains limited by the nanopore size, which leads to a slow relaxation of the magnetization following Arrhenius’ law, frequency dependence for in-phase and out-of-phase susceptibility, and hysteresis below the blocked regime temperature (< 6 K). These features are characteristics of single-chain magnets (SCM).
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Introduction

The products of molecular magnetism have a great potential to occupy an important place in science and engineering in the future. There have already been signs of this huge potential, through the synthesis of several systems with interesting properties. Spontaneous magnetization was obtained in organometallic\textsuperscript{[1]} and purely organic\textsuperscript{[2]} compounds. On the other hand, coordination chemistry has furnished the majority of the molecule-based magnets. The magnetic properties of these compounds have shown a great versatility: compounds exhibiting high critical temperature of magnetic ordering (\(T_N\)),\textsuperscript{[3]} three types of spins and interlocked systems,\textsuperscript{[4]} high coercive fields,\textsuperscript{[5]} magnetic pole reversal,\textsuperscript{[6]} metamagnetism,\textsuperscript{[7]} conductivity,\textsuperscript{[8]} photoinduced magnetization,\textsuperscript{[9]} and spin transition,\textsuperscript{[10]} among others, have been reported.\textsuperscript{[11]}

The discovery of magnetic bistability in a dodecanuclear mixed-valence oxidomanganese(III,IV) complex, referred to as Mn\textsubscript{12}, as a consequence of slow magnetic relaxation effects has opened the possibility of storing information at the single-molecule level.\textsuperscript{[12]} This compound behaves as a single-molecule magnet (SMM) with a low blocking temperature (\(T_B\)) of 4.0 K.\textsuperscript{[13]} More recently, slow relaxation effects, as predicted by Glauber,\textsuperscript{[14]} have been found in molecular chain compounds with a strong Ising-like anisotropy of the magnetic centers and a negligible ratio of intra-chain interactions. This new class of compounds has been labeled as single-chain magnets (SCMs), in analogy to SMMs.\textsuperscript{[15]} Some of the reported examples of SCMs are the compounds [Co(hfacac)\textsubscript{2}(NITPhOMe)] (hfacac = hexafluoroacetylacetonate, NITPhOMe = 4-methoxyphenyl-4,4,5,5-tetramethylimidazoline-1-oxyl-3-oxide), consisting of cobalt(II) ions and nitronyl nitroxide radicals arranged in a trigonal helix,\textsuperscript{[16]} and [CoCu(2,4,6-tmpma)\textsubscript{2}(H\textsubscript{2}O)\textsubscript{2}·4H\textsubscript{2}O (2,4,6-tmpma = N-2,4,6-trimethylphenyloxamato), an oxamato-bridged heterodimetallic chain compound.\textsuperscript{[17]}

In the bottom-up strategy to build up a suitable material, the first step is the organization of a few molecules. For instance, by using the ability of porous materials, one could make ideal nanostructured systems. In recent years, a variety of materials such as multilayered Langmuir–Blodgett films,\textsuperscript{[18]} silicon surfaces,\textsuperscript{[17,19]} gold films,\textsuperscript{[20]} and polymers\textsuperscript{[21]} have been tested as host systems for the organization of SMMs. There are a few reports that use mesoporous silica materials as hosts for the incorporation of magnetic molecules. In recent studies, the acetate and benzoate derivatives of Mn\textsubscript{12} have been incorporated within different types of
mesoporous silica.[22–26] The magnetic properties of these nanocomposite materials are practically identical to the crystalline phase, indicating that the structures of the cluster are the same after incorporation. In addition, mesoporous silica materials have been employed as the host support for an octanuclear oxamatonickel(II) complex of formula \([\text{Ni}_2(\text{mpba})_3][\text{Ni(dpt)(H}_2\text{O})]_6(\text{ClO}_4)_{4}\) showing a moderately anisotropic ground spin state that behaves as a SMM at low temperatures \((T_B = 3.0 \text{ K})\).[25] In this case, the nanocomposite materials showed an exotic spin-glass magnetic behavior.

Our group has studied magnetic systems that are candidates to present SCM behavior, such as \([\text{CoCu}(\text{opba})(\text{dmso})]_{3}\).[27] Where opba is ortho-phenylenebis(oxamato).[26] This ferrimagnet chain, in spite of the presence of anisotropy, strong intrachain coupling, and good interchain isolation, did not show much promise. In addition, the reports on infinite chains that follow the predicted Glauber dynamics are presented as magnetically segmented.[16,17] Therefore, we decided to confine the \(\text{CoCu(opba)}\) system to see whether the magnetic properties run in this direction. Our choice for confinement was porous Vycor glass (PVG), which has an open porous structure of fundamentally pure silica with interconnected pores ranging from 2 to 20 nm.[29] In this glass, the volume of pores represents approximately 28% of the total volume, and the average pore diameter is 4 nm.[30] The porous surface contains silanol groups, with acidic hydrogen atoms \((p\text{K}_a = 9)\), which can be used as active sites for the incorporation of several compounds. In fact, this glass has been successfully used to produce nanocomposites of a great variety of compounds such as complexes, semiconductors, oxides, and polymers.[31–34] Otherwise, the porous materials employed for the incorporation of magnetic molecules are the functionalized and nonfunctionalized SBA-15[26] or MCM-41-type ordered mesoporous silica with pore sizes ranging from 2 to 15 nm. These materials are mesostructured with channels in highly ordered two-dimensional hexagonal arrays. Both PVG and ordered mesoporous silica are noncrystalline materials with a high density of silanol groups on the porous surface. PVG exhibits a large and random distribution of pore sizes in comparison with SBA-15 or MCM-41.

In this paper, we report on the synthesis of the coordination polymer \([\text{[CoCu(opba)]4H}_2\text{O}}_n\) \((\text{1})\) and the first immobilization of oligomers of this type of 1D system onto mesoporous reactors (PVG) by using a new synthetic route. The nanocomposite was prepared in two separate steps. In the first, the building block \([\text{Cu(opba)}]^2–\) (Scheme 1)[28] was incorporated into PVG (PVG-Cu, 2). In the second step, as for the synthesis of 1, the \([\text{Cu(opba)}]^2–\) behaves as a bis(bidentate) ligand for coordination to the cobalt(II) ions, now in the inorganic host matrix, leading to the nanocomposite PVG-CuCo (3).

**Results and Discussion**

**Synthesis and General Physical Characterization**

Attempts to obtain single crystals of 1 were not successful; the compound was characterized by elemental analysis, IR spectroscopy, X-ray powder diffraction (see Supporting Information), and magnetochemistry studies. The quantity of solvent molecules was confirmed by thermogravimetric and differential thermal analysis. The IR spectrum of 1 presents an important number of peaks due to the presence of the opba ligand. Among them, two intense bands appear at 1602 and 1576 cm\(^{-1}\), which are attributed to the C=O stretching vibration.[35]

As for the nanoporous confinement, at the first step, the impregnation of \([\text{[Bu}_4\text{N]}][\text{Cu(opba)}]\) precursor leads to nanocomposite 2. In order to investigate the host–guest mechanism, diffuse reflectance infrared (DR-IR) spectra were collected from PVG plates before and after the impregnation process. The spectra obtained from PVG are presented in Figure 1. The PVG DR-IR spectrum shows a sharp band located at 3745 cm\(^{-1}\) attributed to the free O–H stretching mode of surface silanols (Figure 1a). This band disappears after impregnation of the precursor to form 2 (Figure 1b). In addition, intense bands located at 2966, 2942, and 2979 cm\(^{-1}\), attributed to C–H stretching of \(\text{NBu}_4^+\) and the opba ligand, clearly indicate that the precursor molecules were impregnated into the porous Vycor glass. The PVG porous surface presents silanol groups, which makes this material an ion-exchanger. Cationic species such as \(\text{NBu}_4^+\) displace the slightly acidic \((p\text{K}_a = 9)\) silanol protons. Furthermore, \([\text{Cu(opba)}]^2–\) is a weak base capable of accepting one or two protons to form an imino-alcohol compound.

![Scheme 1. Structural formula of the [Bu4N][Cu(opba)] complex.](image)

![Figure 1. DR-IR spectra of (a) PVG, (b) 2, and (c) 3.](image)
The preparation of nanocomposite 3, in the second reaction, is shown by a color change from deep-purple (the characteristic color of [Bu4N]2[Cu(opba)]) to blue (the characteristic color of [CoCu(opba)]). When cobalt acetate is added to 2, CoII ions are absorbed by an ion-exchange reaction and coordination to the [Cu(opba)]2– to yield a chain of [CoCu(opba)]n inside the PVG pores; species such as NBu4+ and CH3COO– are left in solution. The DR-IR spectrum of 3 (Figure 1c) shows that the bands attributed to NBu4+ undergo a loss in intensity after the second reaction inside the pores.

The chemical identities of the adsorbed species were investigated by Raman spectroscopy with spatial resolution (Figure 2) on the cutting side of a blade. The Raman spectra of plates 2 (Figure 2a) and 3 (Figure 2b) below 500 cm–1 are nearly free from the interference of the spectroscopic features of the glass, presenting the same bands as observed for the spectra obtained for the free compounds. These Raman spectroscopic data also indicate that the bands located in the 2850–3000 cm–1 region, characteristic of the C–H stretching of NBu4+, fully disappear in the spectrum of 3. The most intense band present in the spectrum of 2 occurs at 1401 cm–1 and is assigned to the symmetric νCOO vibrations of monodentate carboxylato groups. This band is shifted toward 1421 cm–1 for 3. This shift agrees with what is expected for the symmetric νCOO vibration for bridging carboxylato groups, confirming cobalt coordination to the [Cu(opba)]2– terminal oxygen atoms in 3.

The specific surface area (SSA) data obtained by nitrogen adsorption confirm that the chain grew inside the pores of PVG, as the pristine PVG had a SSA about 250 m2 g–1, whereas the SSA decreased to 110 m2 g–1 after the procedure for the synthesis of 3 was carried out.

X-ray mapping (see Supporting Information) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images obtained from nanocomposite 3 reveal the presence of [CoCu(opba)] in the sample. TEM bright-field images, shown in Figure 3, reveal the presence of CoCu nanocrystals as dark spots homogeneously dispersed in the PVG matrix. Initially, we observed a low contrast between [CoCu(opba)]n and the glass (Figure 3a, with a mean nanocrystal size of about 3.2 nm). However, after some minutes, a new image resulted (Figure 3b) from the interaction of 3 with the electron beam, and it became clear that the material contained very small nanoparticles with a rather narrow size dispersion (see inset in Figure 3b), having a mean nanocrystal size of about 5.2 nm.

**Magnetic Properties**

The magnetic susceptibility data of 1 are shown in Figure 4 in the form of a χM T versus T plot, χM being the magnetic susceptibility and T the temperature. The data were measured with an applied field of 50 Oe throughout the whole temperature range. As the temperature is lowered, χM T decreases smoothly and then reaches a round minimum at 85 K. It then increases as T is lowered further. A
minimum in the $\chi_M$ versus $T$ plot in compounds having [CoCu(opba)]$_n$ has been observed by several authors[27,36] and associated to one-dimensional ferrimagnetic behavior as a consequence of antiferromagnetic coupling between the magnetic moments of Co$^{II}$ and Cu$^{II}$. At the temperature where the minimum of $\chi_M T$ occurs, the coupling is short-range, but the correlation length increases as the temperature is further lowered as a result of the reduction of randomizing thermal effects. In this case, the Co$^{II}$ magnetic moments tend to align along the applied field direction, while the Cu$^{II}$ magnetic moments align along the opposite one. In addition, there is no maximum in the $\chi_M$ versus $T$ plot of 1 (data not shown), which indicates the absence of long-range antiferromagnetic order in this compound. The observed maximum in the $\chi_M$ versus $T$ plot is indeed due to saturation effects.

Figure 4. $\chi_M$ versus $T$ plot for 1 at an applied field ($H$) of 50 Oe.

In order to obtain further information on the low-temperature magnetic ordering of 1, the dynamics of the magnetization was studied by measuring the thermal dependence of both in-phase ($\chi'$) and out-of-phase ($\chi''$) components of the ac susceptibility for different frequencies of the alternating ac field, $\omega$. Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of $\chi'$ and $\chi''$ obtained for 1. The nonzero value observed for $\chi''$ in the low-temperature range indicates a three-dimensional magnetic ordering or a blocking process. Both components of the susceptibility display a maximum at almost the same temperature, and the variation of the maxima with the frequency is very small.

Relaxation by a thermal activation mechanism follows the well-known Arrhenius’ law,

$$\tau = \tau_0 \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta E}{k_B T} \right)$$

where $\Delta E$ is the activation energy, $k_B$ the Boltzmann constant, and $\tau_0$ the characteristic time constant, usually taken in the $10^{-11} - 10^{-9}$ s range. The relaxation time of the ordering observed for 1 can be extracted from the maximum of the $\chi''$ component, because, at this temperature, $\tau^{-1}(T_{MAX}) = \tilde{\omega}$. The results are shown in the inset of Figure 5. The relaxation of 1 follows Arrhenius’ law rather well, and the best linear fit leads to $\tau_0 = 6.9 \times 10^{-48}$ s and $\Delta E/k_B = 377$ K. The unphysical small value of the characteristic time $\tau_0$ obtained from this analysis is an indication of a spin-glass-like behavior, as has been suggested by other authors[37]. A quantitative measurement of the relative variation of $T_{MAX}$ per decade of frequency, $(\Delta T_{MAX}/T_{MAX})/\Delta \log(\tilde{\omega})$, gives the value 0.022, which is in the range associated with spin-glass systems characterized by short-range interactions (as observed in insulating and semiconductor spin-glasses)[38]. This behavior may be attributed to interchain interactions (dipolar and/or superexchange through solvent molecules) forming regions of diameter given by the magnetic correlation length, as already observed in granular magnetic systems[39].

The chain confined in PVG presents significant differences in its magnetic properties in relation to 1 and other reported oxamato-based Co$^{III}$Cu$^{II}$ ferrimagnets. The $\chi T$ versus $T$ curve of 3 (see Supporting Information) is similar to that of 1, except that the minimum is shifted to a lower temperature (around 60 K). Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence of the zero-field-cooled ($M_{ZF} )$ and field-cooled ($M_{FC}$) magnetization with an applied field ($H_{DC}$) of 20 Oe for 3. The separation between the $M_{ZF}$ and $M_{FC}$ curves can be due to a magnetic ordering or a slow relaxation below the irreversibility temperature of around 6 K.

Figure 5. Thermal dependence of in-phase ($\chi'$) and out-of-phase ($\chi''$) ac magnetic susceptibility measured at (●) 10 kHz, (●) 7 kHz, (●) 5 kHz, (●) 1 kHz, (filled pentagon) 500 Hz, (○) 100 Hz, and (□) 10 Hz, under a zero dc field and an ac field of 4 Oe for 1. The inset shows the log ($\tau$) vs $1/T_{MAX}$ plot for all measured frequencies.

Figure 6. Zero-field-cooled (ZF) and field-cooled (FC) magnetization as a function of temperature for 3, with an applied field of 20 Oe.
The field dependence of the magnetization up to 65 kOe at different temperatures was also investigated. Figure 7 shows a magnetization loop measured at 2 K for 3, which displays a narrow hysteresis loop with a coercive field of 780 Oe. Even at 65 kOe, the saturation magnetization was not reached. The coercive field decreases as the temperature increases, going down to zero at the irreversibility temperature (see lower-right inset of Figure 7).

![Figure 7. Hysteresis loop of 3 at 2.0 K. The upper-left inset shows details of the loop for low fields, where a coercive field of 780 Oe is observable. The lower-right inset shows the temperature dependence of the coercive field obtained from hysteresis loops measured at different temperatures.](image)

The dynamics of the magnetization for 3 was studied by measuring the temperature dependence of both in-phase and out-of-phase components of the ac susceptibility for different frequencies of the alternating ac field. Figure 8 shows these measurements performed under a zero dc field. The components of the susceptibility of 3 display a maximum at different temperatures, depending on the measurement frequency, which confirms the slow relaxation of the magnetization (blocking) in the low-temperature regime (< 6 K).

![Figure 8. \(\chi'\) and \(\chi''\) versus \(T\) measured at (\(\Delta\)) 10 kHz, (\(\bullet\)) 7 kHz, (\(\circ\)) 3 kHz, (\(\triangle\)) 1 kHz, (\(\Delta\)) 500 Hz, (\(\star\)) 100 Hz, and (\(\ast\)) 10 Hz, under a zero dc field and an ac field of 4 Oe for 3. The inset shows the log(\(\tau\)) versus 1/\(T_{\text{MAX}}\) plot for all measured frequencies.](image)

The relaxation of 3 follows Arrhenius’ law, and the best linear fit leads to \(\tau_0 = 1.6 \times 10^{-13}\) s and \(\Delta E/k_B = 66\) K. A quantitative measurement of the relative variation of \(T_{\text{MAX}}\) per decade of frequency, \((\Delta T_{\text{MAX}}/T)/\Delta \log(\omega)\), leads to the value 0.08, which is not far from that (0.1) for the SCM [Co(hfacac)$_2$(NITPhOMe)].\[16\]

Slow magnetic relaxation following Arrhenius’ law has been observed in SCMs with finite segments of one dimensional (1D) chains, as predicted by Glauber for 1D Ising systems.\[40\] In such molecular materials, a collective reversal of short segments of molecular Ising chains (e.g. Co-PbOMe) was theoretically predicted and experimentally observed.\[12a,15,39,40\] Our system 3 presents short chains that are limited by the Vycor pores. As a result, it is expected that the Co$^{II}$ ions of such oligomers experience a strong Ising anisotropy due to the low symmetry of its structural environment. Therefore, the magnetization dynamics observed for 3 should have the same mechanism as the SCM.

**Conclusions**

In the work presented herein, we have synthesized and characterized polymeric ferrimagnet 1 and oligomeric-confined ferrimagnet 3 CoCu(opba), presenting slow relaxation of magnetization. Compound 1 is a usual chain obtained in aqueous solution. It is a one-dimensional ferrimagnet with strong intrachain antiferromagnetic coupling as in the similar chain [CoCu(opba)(dmsO)$_3$].\[27\] For this latter chain, SCM characteristics are not observed in spite of the better chain isolation by large solvent molecules. Therefore, this CoCu(opba) system suggests that achievement of SCMs is a more complex task, and that the presence of anisotropy and a large ratio of intrachain to interchain coupling constants (|\(J_\parallel\)| > 10$^4$) are not enough. The challenge is to attain a real Ising system with magnetically correlated segments in long chains. In this direction, the second part of this work brings new insights. When the chain lengths were limited by the nanopore sizes of the PVG matrix, the resulting nanocomposite 3 showed a blocking behavior below 6 K, similar to that observed in SCMs. In fact, the \(\tau_0\) value (1.6 \times 10$^{-13}$ s) is close to that of other SCMs, as for example the [{Fe$^{III}$}(HB(pz)(CN)$_3$)$_2$Cu(MeOH)·2MeOH chain with \(\tau_0 = 2.8 \times 10^{-13}\) s].\[41\] The low value observed for \(\tau_0\) in the present case, with regard to the characteristic superparamagnetic time constant (10$^{-11}$–10$^{-9}$ s), indicates that the short chains interact weakly within the nanoparticles. This new synthetic route to control the size of molecule-based polymeric magnets by incorporation into nanoporous Vycor glass opens new perspectives for the preparation and tailoring of multiproperty magnetic materials.

**Experimental Section**

**Materials and Methods**: PVG, code 7930, was purchased from Corning Glass. It is a transparent porous material obtained by acid leaching of a phase-separated alkaline borosilicate glass. To remove impurities, a PVG plate with dimensions of...
10 mm × 10 mm × 0.5 mm was first immersed in a HCl solution (2 m) for 2 h and then in acetonitrile for the same period. After being dried, the PVG plate was heated at 823 K for 72 h and then cooled to room temperature before being stored in a desiccator. The [Bu₄N][Cu(opba)] solution and Na₂[Cu(opba)]·3H₂O used in this work were synthesized by following the methods described in the literature.[28]

[Co(Cu(opba))·4H₂O (1): Compound 1 was prepared by adding an aqueous solution of Co(NO₃)₂·6H₂O (282 mg, 0.97 mmol, 5 mL), previously dissolved in warm water (50 °C), to a solution of Na₂[Cu(opba)]·3H₂O (400 mg, 0.97 mmol, 20 mL), previously dissolved in water at the same temperature. After that, a dark blue polycrystalline powder was obtained. The compound was filtered, washed with water, and dried under vacuum. Nanocomposite

PVG-Cu (2): The previously cleaned PVG plate was immersed in a flask containing a dichloromethane solution of [Bu₄N][Cu(opba)] (25 mL, 0.01 m) for 72 h. The PVG plate became deep-purple, the same color as the [Bu₄N][Cu(opba)] solution. It was washed with dichloromethane to remove the excess precursor absorbed on the glass surface and dried under vacuum. Nanocomposite

PVG-CuCo (3): Plate 2 was immersed in a flask containing an aqueous solution of Co(CH₃COO)₂·4H₂O (25 mL, 0.1 m) for 24 h. After this period, the plate was washed with water and dried under vacuum. Nanocomposite

Supporting Information (see footnote on the first page of this article): X-ray powder diffraction pattern of I; X-ray mapping, gas sorption isotherms, and χ₂T versus T curve for 3.
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